
If you asked me to describe the CalFresh Challenge in one word, that word would be “abysmal.”  

As an AmeriCorps service member on a stipend my food budget is already low. However, I prioritize 

eating well over just about everything else, so a huge percentage of my budget is spent on food. 

I also have more access to food than the vast majority of people living at my income level. I’m part of an 

incredible community where I live- we share food costs and meal prep and emotional support around 

surviving on a tight budget. I work at a non-profit where people know that I’m living on a stipend. Many 

people offer me things from their garden, leftovers from office meetings, and the ever-present snacks in 

the kitchen and break rooms. I have plenty of healthy organic produce in my life and I’m grateful.  

 This week was a particularly challenging week to try to eat 

on $5 a day. I was out of town over the weekend and had a 

friend visiting during the week. During the day I tried to be 

mindful of my food cost but by the evening I was wiped from 

long days of work and the mental energy expended to think 

about my food budget. I ate A LOT of apples. I found apples 

in my car, in my backpack, in the work fridge, in the 

communal fridge at home. Apples everywhere. Thinking 

about grocery money all day is emotional labor. One of the 

things I’ve had to shift in my life to do the work that I’m 

doing is an obsession or fear about not having enough. It’s 

been the only way to enjoy living on what most would 

consider the financial edge. Shifting back into a place of 

budgeting, fear, and strict money and food guidelines took 

quite a toll on me. I’ve been grouchy, tired, stressed, and 

less my normal-sunny-self than usual. The world has felt 

heavy. I wasn’t even aware of the storm cloud over my head 

until I sat down to think about the past few days and write. 

I’m going to try the challenge again at the end of the month when I have a little more time to do some 

meal prep and planning and see if I can actually keep my food costs under $5/ day. I spent $54 in 3 days 

this week. This is pretty abnormal for me- my friend from out of town wanted to have a fancy dinner on 

the coast so that destroyed my budget on day 1. If I was truly confined to $5/ day I would have had to 

pass up that opportunity and special occasion.  

How are you all doing in the challenge? Thoughts? Feelings? Tips and tricks? 

 

 


